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What’s your sign for TORTILLA?
Documenting lexical variation in
Yucatec Maya Sign Languages

Josefina Safar
Tilburg University, Department of Communication and Cognition

In this paper, I discuss methodological and ethical issues that arose in the pro-
cess of documenting lexical variation in Yucatec Maya Sign Languages (YMSLs).
YMSLs are indigenous sign languages used by deaf and hearing people in Yu-
catec Maya villages with a high incidence of deafness in the peninsula of Yucatán,
Mexico. The documentation of rural sign languages such as YMSLs shares many
characteristics with research on urban sign languages as well as spoken minority
languages, but it also comes with a range of specific challenges. Elicitation materi-
als, research procedures, and ethical decisions need to be adapted to specific local
and cultural requirements while trying to maintain a level of comparability with
previous studies. I will illustrate this process of negotiation by providing a detailed
account of how I developed stimulus materials for lexical elicitation, obtained in-
formed consent from the participants, and established ways of collaboration with
community members in the Yucatec Maya Sign Language Documentation Project.
Furthermore, I will present first results about lexical variation in YMSLs.

1. Introduction Documenting an unknown language means starting from scratch:
we try to unravel a unique linguistic system and understand the particular dynamics
of its language community. Fortunately, as linguists working in the 21st century, we
are not the first ones to set out on such an endeavour, but we can draw from many
decades of previous work. A number of handbooks are available about fieldwork
on spoken languages (e.g. Bowern 2008; Newman & Ratliff 2001; Thieberger 2012)
as well as about methods for the documentation of sign languages (e.g. Orfanidou
et al. 2015). However, relatively little has been written about how to conduct field-
work on minority sign languages in village communities. This type of sign language –
often called “village sign languages”, “shared sign languages”, “indigenous sign lan-
guages”, or “rural sign languages” (see de Vos & Zeshan 2012: 3ff., for a discussion
of terminology) – exhibits unique linguistic and sociolinguistic characteristics that
represent specific challenges for the researcher. He or she is documenting a visual
language, often in a remote setting, where deaf people have not had access to deaf
schools or other institutions. Assumptions about the dynamics of deaf communities
in urban settings cannot be taken for granted in shared signing communities. In many
cases, it also entails working with participants who are not literate. For these reasons,
methodological approaches and ethical considerations need to be carefully calibrated
when documenting shared sign languages.
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In this paper, I will provide an account of my fieldwork on Yucatec Maya Sign
Languages (YMSLs) in Mexico. YMSLs are indigenous sign languages that emerged
over the last decades in Yucatec Maya communities with a high incidence of deaf-
ness. To date, four signing communities with multiple deaf members have been iden-
tified in the peninsula of Yucatán: Chicán, Nohkop,1 Trascorral, and Cepeda Peraza.
Even though signers from these villages have not been in contact in the past and
their sign languages developed independently from each other, they display striking
similarities in their lexicon and grammar. One main question we are dealing with
is to what extent these sign languages can be considered varieties of one common
Yucatec Maya Sign Language that emerged from a shared cultural and gestural back-
ground, or whether they should be regarded as separate languages (see Safar 2019;
Safar 2020). Different points of view have been brought forward in this respect;
while some authors talk about a (Yucatec) Maya Sign Language with mutually intel-
ligible varieties that is widespread across the peninsula (e.g. Johnson 1991; Le Guen,
Petatillo Balam, et al. 2020), or even a larger sign language complex across the whole
area of Mesoamerica (Fox Tree 2009), others insist on the presence of a unique sign
language in Chicán (Escobedo Delgado 2012; Zeshan et al. 2013).

The question“one or several languages” is difficult to answer because it ultimately
depends on our definitions of “language” and “dialect” and, as we know, the bound-
aries between the two categories are blurred and ideologically loaded (e.g. Makoni
& Pennycook 2006; see Safar 2020). Palfreyman (2015: 23) remarks that “the delin-
eation of languages is not solely a linguistic enterprise, but a social one, and that the
views of community members should be eagerly considered”. I found that compara-
tive analyses of YMSLs mirror the observations of community members who describe
YMSLs from different villages as “the same but different”; some elements are unique
to one community while others resemble each other across the communities due to
their shared gestural and/or cultural foundation. Community members’ language at-
titudes concerning similarities and differences between YMSLs are discussed in more
detail in Safar (2019).

In order to provide further arguments to the overarching question “one or sev-
eral languages?”, it is necessary to conduct systematic comparisons of YMSLs in
different villages, exploring the phenomenon of variation from different angles: how
much variation do we find in the lexicon of sign languages in different YMSL com-
munities? How do they differ in terms of their morphosyntactic structures and on
the discourse level? To what extent are the sign languages mutually intelligible? How
much variation do we find within the communities, and does this variation display
sociolinguistic patterns? And – this question will be discussed in this paper – what
is the most suitable way to investigate these issues in young and underdescribed sign
languages?

While general discussions about the merits and challenges of documenting village
sign languages have entered their way into debates on field linguistics and language
documentation (e.g. Nyst 2015; Dikyuva et al. 2012; de Vos & Zeshan 2012; Zeshan
2007), concrete examples for materials used in data collection or informed consent

1Nohkop is a pseudonym for a small neighbourhood in the outskirts of the town Chemax.
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forms are hard to find. In this paper, I will try to fill this gap by providing a personal
account of the documentation of YMSLs and by describing my ways of collabora-
tion with the communities. Focussing on lexical variation, I will discuss the process
of choosing elicitation techniques, compiling stimulus materials, and obtaining in-
formed consent from the participants.

In §2, I will give an overview about the sociolinguistic and cultural context of the
YMSL communities. §3 provides an introduction into the phenomenon of linguistic
variation in sign languages and illustrates the challenges as well as the importance of
studying variation in young shared sign languages. In §4, I focus on the compilation
of a wordlist and a set of photo stimuli for elicitation of the YMSL lexicon and
present first findings of this study. In §5, I will outline central ethical issues in sign
language research and explain how I resolved them through collaboration with deaf
and hearing YMSL signers. Finally, I will provide a conclusion in §6.

2. YMSL signing communities: Sociolinguistic and cultural context

2.1 Sociolinguistic profile of the communities Yucatec Maya Sign Languages (YM-
SLs) are indigenous sign languages used by deaf and hearing signers in Yucatec Maya
communities with a high incidence of deafness in the peninsula of Yucatán, Mexico.
They are unrelated to Mexican Sign Language (Lengua de Señas Mexicana; LSM)
and developed independently from institutional settings out of the necessity for deaf
and hearing community members to communicate with each other.

Within the last decades, comparable rural signing communities with a high per-
centage of (often hereditary) deafness were discovered all over the world (e.g Nyst
2007; Nonaka 2007; Marsaja 2008). These village sign languages are linguistic iso-
lates and independent from the national sign languages of their countries. Reasons for
their emergence, courses of development, and sociolinguistic settings differ radically
from sign languages of larger urban deaf communities.2 In many rural signing com-
munities, the local sign language is shared by deaf and hearing community members,
unlike in urban contexts, where sign languages are predominantly used by deaf peo-
ple, who face severe communication barriers with the hearing majority. In “shared
signing communities” (Kisch 2008), hearing L2-signers play an influential role for lan-
guage creation, which has an impact on the emerging linguistic structures (e.g. Nyst
2007; Bauer 2014; de Vos 2015). Interestingly – especially from a typological per-
spective – many village sign languages exhibit unusual structural features (see e.g. de
Vos & Zeshan 2012; Zeshan et al. 2013; de Vos & Pfau 2015). Their study thus
provides an opportunity to gain new insights about human language in general and
sign languages in particular. Today, rapid social and economic changes and especially

2In the literature on sign language linguistics and Deaf studies, the uppercase “Deaf” is conventionally used
to refer to the identity of a linguistic and cultural minority, while the lowercase “deaf” is concerned with
the biological condition of not hearing (see Padden & Humphries 1988). However, this binary distinction
has been subject to much criticism (e.g. Kusters et al. 2017). It is particularly questionable whether the
notion of Deafness is appropriate when talking about shared signing communities like the ones I am inves-
tigating in this study (see also Dikyuva et al. 2012: 342). Therefore, I will not use the uppercase/lowercase
distinction in my paper.
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language contact with institutionalised, more dominant sign languages are seriously
threatening the survival of many village sign languages (Webster & Safar 2019). Be-
cause they are severely underdocumented on one hand and usually not included in
language policies on the other hand, studying them is both crucial and urgent if we
want to get a grasp of what linguistic diversity really means (Nonaka 2004).

In Yucatán, four signing communities with multiple deaf members have been iden-
tified to date: Chicán, Nohkop, Trascorral, and Cepeda Peraza. Chicán is a village
of 720 inhabitants, including 16 deaf people who are between 16 and 67 years old.
Most hearing people in the village are competent signers, with varying degrees of flu-
ency, depending on their proximity in kinship and their amount of interaction with
deaf people. In Nohkop lives a family of originally five siblings, four of whom are
deaf and between 17 and 24 years old. In July 2020, the hearing boy, who was the
youngest sibling of the family, tragically passed away due to an illness at the age
of 16. There are around 30 additional hearing signers in the (extended) family and
neighbourhood. Trascorral is home to a family of 13 siblings, of which six are deaf
and between 9 and 27 years old. Cepeda Peraza has 10 deaf community members
from different families, who are between 28 and 47 years old. All YSMLs are young
languages, with a maximum generational depth of three generations in Chicán and
only one generation in Nohkop, Trascorral, and Cepeda. The following table gives
an overview of demographic data of the YMSL communities.

Table 1. Overview of demographic data of the YMSL communities.

Chicán Nohkop Trascorral Cepeda Peraza

Number of
inhabitants

720 (Escobedo
Delgado 2012)

No exact figure
(around 30)

∼ 300 ∼ 700

Number of deaf
people

16 4 6 10

Percentage of
deaf people

∼ 2.2% No exact figure ∼ 2% ∼ 1.4%

Age of deaf
people in 2020
(approximately)

16–67 17–24 9–27 28–47

Gender 8 female, 3 female, 2 female, 4 female,
distribution 8 male 1 male 4 male 6 male
of deaf people

Family
distribution of
deaf people

Multiple
families

Siblings of one
family (family
of 5 siblings)

Siblings of one
family (family
of 13 siblings)

Multiple
families

Generations of
deaf people

3 1 1 1
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Le Guen and his team have identified several other villages across the peninsula of
Yucatán that include one or two deaf people, but it is not unlikely that further larger,
yet unknown, signing communities exist in the region. The sign languages of Trascor-
ral and Cepeda Peraza have only recently started to be investigated (Safar et al. 2018;
Safar 2019; Safar 2020; Safar & Petatillo Chan 2020; Safar, forthcoming), but a
number of previous studies have been carried out on the sign languages in Chicán
(e.g. Johnson 1991; Shuman 1980; Escobedo Delgado 2012; Le Guen 2012) and
Nohkop (Le Guen, Petatillo Balam, et al. 2020). In this article, I will mainly focus
on the communities of Chicán and Nohkop, where I spent most time during my first
period of fieldwork.

Earlier publications emphasised the particular sociolinguistic environment of YM-
SLs, which is characterised by positive attitudes of the Yucatec Maya towards deaf-
ness and sign language and the absence of a separate deaf community (see e.g. John-
son 1991; Escobedo Delgado 2012). Furthermore, previous studies also indicated
unusual typological features of YMSLs, concerning, for instance, their system of car-
dinal numbers (Zeshan et al. 2013; Safar et al. 2018) or the use of the signing space
(Safar & Le Guen 2016). However, in-depth linguistic descriptions of YMSLs are
still recent. Under present economic and demographic transformations and slowly in-
creasing contact with the national sign language LSM,YMSLs are considered severely
endangered according to UNESCO’s classification in the “Atlas of the World’s Lan-
guages in Danger”, which stresses the urgency of their documentation (Webster &
Safar 2019; Webster & Safar 2020). Even though the community of Chicán has
received considerable attention in linguistic and anthropological research over the
past 40 years, was subject of national and international media reports, and was also
mentioned in debates about the recognition and protection of indigenous minority
languages in Mexico, no concrete steps have been undertaken in this respect (Safar
2015).

For an in-depth sociolinguistic profile of the YMSL communities the reader is
referred to Safar and Le Guen (2020).

2.2 The influence of Yucatec Maya conventional gestures on the emergence of YM-
SLs Previous research in the communities Chicán, Nohkop, Trascorral, and Cepeda
Peraza (Le Guen 2012; Le Guen, Petatillo Balam, et al. 2020; Safar 2019; Safar 2020;
Safar, forthcoming; Safar et al. 2018; Safar & Petatillo Chan 2020) revealed that –
despite the fact that signers from these villages have never been in contact – their
sign languages display striking similarities in their lexicon and grammar as well as a
high degree of mutual intelligibility.3 Apart from similarities that are rooted in the
visual-gestural modality (Meier et al. 2002), i.e. the potential to exploit iconicity to
a high degree, many of these resemblances can be attributed to their common under-
lying gestural substrate, their shared cultural background, and their active language
contact with spoken Yucatec Maya. In all four communities, there is an important
number of hearing signers who are bimodal-bilingual in spoken Yucatec Maya and

3Although, as Palfreyman (2015: 24ff.) notes, mutual intelligibility is difficult to measure and is to a large
extent contingent on the specific interactive constellation (see also Safar 2019).
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YMSLs, or – with the increasing importance of Spanish – even trilingual. TheYucatec
Maya make extensive use of multimodal communication and have a large repertoire
number of “quotable” or “emblematic” gestures (Kendon 1992), i.e. conventional
gestures with a stable form-meaning pairing (Le Guen 2012; Petatillo Balam 2015;
Le Guen, Petatillo Balam, et al. 2020). This constitutes a rich resource of “raw mate-
rial” for the emergence of signed languages. In language communities where deaf and
hearing people are in close interaction and use a shared sign language, many conven-
tional co-speech gestures of the hearing population become incorporated and further
systematised in the local sign language (Le Guen 2012; Le Guen, Petatillo Balam, et
al. 2020; Safar & Petatillo Chan 2020; Safar, forthcoming, for YMSLs). The influ-
ence of co-speech gestures has been discussed also for other village sign languages,
e.g. Kata Kolok in Bali (de Vos 2012), San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign Language in
Mexico (Mesh & Hou 2018), and micro-community sign languages in West Africa
(Nyst 2016; Tano & Nyst 2018). Nyst (2018) points out that even historically unre-
lated sign languages can resemble each other in certain domains because of a shared
gestural substrate. I argue that a similar type of non-historical, gestural, and cultural
affiliation applies to the situation of sign languages that emerged in Yucatec Maya
communities within the same geographic and cultural area. Many conventional ges-
tures are taken up and incorporated into YMSLs, resulting in a situation where sign
languages that have never been in contact show a considerable amount of lexical and
structural similarities. For instance, lexical signs that are derived from emblematic
gestures, such as SPICY, MONEY (see Figure 1) or A-LOT, are identical in the sign
languages of Chicán and Nohkop (see Le Guen, Petatillo Balam, et al. 2020).

Figures 1a & 1b. Signs for MONEY in YMSL from Chicán (a) and Nohkop (b)⁴

Conventional gestures used by speakers of Yucatec Maya do not only enter the
lexicon of YMSLs but are also incorporated into their grammatical and discourse
structures. Le Guen (2012) demonstrates that the emblematic gesture for ts’ok ‘finish,
there it ends’ became a discourse marker TS’OK in the YMSLs of Chicán and Nohkop
(see Figure 2).

⁴A video of the corresponding conventional gesture used across Mexico can be watched at
https://www.speakinglatino.com/mexican-gestures/ (3m 05s; Accessed 2020-11-02.)
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Figures 2a and 2b. Sign for TS’OK in YMSL of Nohkop and conventional gesture for
ts’ok in Yucatán.

Another example for the impact of conventional gestures beyond the lexicon are
size-and-shape gestures: YMSL signers picked up size-and-shape gestures used in
their hearing environment and started to employ them for a grammatical distinction
between nouns and verbs (Safar & Petatillo Chan 2020). Safar (forthcoming) shows
that conventional gestures that depict the height of upright entities in Yucatec Maya
gesture are used as person-classifiers in YMSLs of different communities.

Interestingly, we can notice significant inter- and intra-community variation in
other domains, which are not gesturally encoded in the surrounded spoken language,
such as higher cardinal numbers (Safar et al. 2018), colours, or days of the week, for
instance. Figure 3 shows two unrelated variants for TWENTY in YMSLs of Chicán
and Nohkop.

Figures 3a and 3b. Signs for TWENTY in YMSL of Chicán (a) and Nohkop (b)

In the process of documenting YMSLs, it is crucial to examine the phenomenon
of variation in more detail in order to find out which domains of the lexicon overlap
between the communities, which ones exhibit a high degree of regional variation,
and which patterns of variation can be found within the communities. This will help
us determine the impact of conventional gestures on the lexicon of emerging sign
languages and identify language-specific innovations.
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3. Linguistic variation in deaf community and shared sign languages

3.1 Linguistic variation in sign languages Linguistic variation is a phenomenon
that affects all human languages, and sign languages are no exception. In a well-
known study entitled “What’s your sign for PIZZA?”, Lucas et al. (2003) showed
that signers of American Sign Language (ASL) have different ways of saying the same
thing, depending on their region of origin, age, gender, and/or ethnicity. Variation
in sign languages has been attested on all linguistic levels: phonology (e.g. Bayley
et al. 2002 for American Sign Language (ASL)), lexicon (e.g. Stamp et al. 2014 for
British Sign Language (BSL)), and morphosyntax (e.g. McKee, Schembri, et al. 2011
for Australian Sign Language (Auslan) and New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL)).
The reader is referred to Schembri and Johnston (2012) or Bayley, Schembri, and
Lucas (2015) for a detailed literature review.

The focus of this article lies on lexical variation and on the various sociolinguistic
factors that can cause this variation. In previous studies, region of origin proved to
be a major source of lexical variation, and the existence of regional signing varieties
has been demonstrated e.g. by Lucas, Bayley, and Valli (2001) for ASL, Vanhecke
and De Weerdt (2004) for Flemish Sign Language (VGT), Johnston and Schembri
(2007) for Auslan, and McKee, McKee, and Major (2011) for NZSL. Age is another
relevant variable, and lexical differences between older and younger signers have been
pointed out, for instance by McKee and McKee (2011) for NZSL and Lucas, Bayley,
and Valli (2001) for ASL. Differences in educational background, i.e. the school a
signer attended and the policies of deaf education he or she was exposed to, can
also give rise to lexical variation, as, for instance, McKee, McKee, and Major (2011)
show for numbers in NZSL. Variation can also be linked to gender differences, as
LeMaster and Dwyer (1991) and Leeson and Grehan (2004) demonstrated for Irish
Sign Language (ISL).⁵ Other studies investigated ethnicity-related lexical variation,
such as McCaskill et al. (2011), on Black ASL, and McKee et al. (2007), on lexical
variants among Māori users of NZSL, for instance.

Note that different social, i.e. external, variables are often interrelated, and they
interact with language-internal factors. For instance, Palfreyman (2015) concludes
that Indonesian sign language varieties are shaped by a complex interplay of linguistic
and social variables.

While, in principle, all parts of the lexicon can be subject to variation, specific
semantic domains such as colours, numerals or country signs seem to be particularly
affected and have received greater attention in the literature (e.g. McKee, McKee, &
Major 2011; Johnston & Schembri 2007; Stamp et al. 2014). These parts of the
lexicon also proved to exhibit a particularly high degree of variability in YMSLs, as
I will argue in §4.5.

⁵Even though this gender-related variation in ISL is not directly an effect of gender but rather indirectly
a result of the separation in education, the studies quoted above are to this date the most well-known
accounts of the impact that gender has on sign language variation.
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3.2 Studying variation in shared sign languages: Challenges and contributions Pre-
vious studies of sociolinguistic variation in sign languages have mainly focused on
sign languages of larger urban deaf communities, such as ASL, BSL, or Auslan – what
about shared sign languages? Several authors have mentioned the abundance of lexi-
cal and sublexical variation in young village sign languages (e.g. Israel 2009 and San-
dler et al. 2011, for Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL); Washabaugh 1986,
for Providence Island Sign Language; Hou 2018 for San Juan Quiahije Chatino Sign
Language). However, few studies have investigated the correlation between linguistic
variation and social factors in more detail. Mudd et al. (2020) report that lexical vari-
ation in Kata Kolok (KK) is influenced by hearing status and gender of a signer but
that age does not have a significant effect on variation in the KK lexicon. Tano (2016)
attempts to find a statistical correlation between different phonological variants used
by signers of Langue de Signes de Bouakako in Côte d’Ivoire and their affiliation
to various social groups, but he does not encounter any significant correspondence.
Sandler et al. (2011) touch upon the notion of “familylects” in ABSL, reporting that
signers from different families in Al-Sayyid use distinct lexical items. For YMSLs, the
existence of familylects in Chicán has been demonstrated on a lexical (see Safar et
al. 2018, on YMSL numerals) and a grammatical level (see Safar & Petatillo Chan
2020, on the use of size-and-shape specifiers as nominal markers).

One obstacle to the analysis of variation in young, micro-community sign lan-
guages is that the methods used in previous studies on deaf community sign languages
cannot simply be replicated without further considerations. One main reason is the
size of the language communities. In order to analyse a representative sample of
the target population, variation studies on deaf community sign languages included
data from a large number of deaf participants. Lucas, Bayley, and Valli (2001), for
example, collected lexical signs from 207 participants all over the US and Stamp et
al. (2014) from 249 signers across the UK. It is obvious that such a sample size is not
possible in the YMSL communities, which comprise between 4 and 16 deaf people
and additional hearing signers. Another benefit of larger variation studies, e.g. Stamp
et al. (2014), is that they made use of already existing sign language corpora and dic-
tionaries in order to identify lexical items with a particularly high degree of variation
and carried out follow-up elicitation tasks with an explicit focus on these items. To
this date, no comparable data sources are available for YMSLs, which are only in an
early stage of documentation.

It is also important to keep in mind that multiple social variables, such as age, hear-
ing status, education and family membership can interact in shaping linguistic varia-
tion. Disentangling the influence of individual social factors can be tricky, especially
in situations where the small community size makes it difficult to apply multivariate
statistical analyses (Safar 2020; see also Mudd et al. 2020).

A further challenge in studying lexical variation in rural micro-community sign
languages is their young age. Meir et al. (2012) argue that variation in ABSL occurs
mainly on an individual level because a language in an early stage still lacks robust
linguistic conventions. Also, in small face-to-face communities with a high degree
of homogeneity and shared context, the tolerance towards variation is higher due
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to the high degree of common background information. For this reason, Meir et
al. (2012) suggest that in young micro-community sign languages, variation does not
(yet) reflect social identities.

Despite these methodological challenges, Safar et al. (2018) show that through
careful qualitative analysis of data from YMSL signers from different villages, fami-
lies, age groups, and educational backgrounds, the seeds of systematic sociolinguistic
variation can already be observed in young village sign languages. The use of different
numeral signs and numeral strategies in YMSLs from Chicán, Nohkop, and Cepeda
Peraza are influenced by linguistic (compounding, handshape assimilation) and so-
ciolinguistic factors (age, region, family background). While an important amount
of individual variation persists, we can discern patterns of non-random variation
in YMSL numeral systems. For instance, the YMSL sign for HUNDRED in Chicán
can be expressed as a lexical numeral (Figure 4a), a 1-handshape in combination
with a tense forward movement and a non-manual marker (Figure 4b), or a context-
dependent numeral, i.e. a 1-handshape without any accompanying movement, so it
can refer to ‘1’, ‘100’ or ‘1000’, depending on the context (Figure 4c). We found that
the variables region, age, and family membership have an influence on the choice of
a specific number variant.

Figures 4a, 4b, & 4c. Three variants for HUNDRED in YMSL of Chicán.

Also, an investigation of YMSL signers’ language attitudes shows that even in young,
micro-community sign languages, signers often express clear preferences for specific
variants, which they deem them to bemore correct, beautiful, or authentic than others
(Safar et al. 2018: 512). We found that deaf signers from one family in Chicán reject
the use of HUNDRED1 because it originates from another family that they are not
affectionate with. This indicates that, contrary to Meir et al.’s (2012) claim, variation
in young, shared sign languages can already index social identities.

I argue that the abundance of variation in village sign languages is not just a sign
of the immaturity of these systems but rather a core property of these languages. We
can use the phenomenon of variation in young, shared sign languages as a window
to find out how linguistic conventions are established in a community and where
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variability persists. The analysis of lexical variation in YMSLs adds to the bigger
picture of linguistic variation in general and helps us to understand how patterns of
sociolinguistic variation emerge and become crystallised in a language.

4. Design of a lexical elicitation task and compilation of elicitation materials

4.1 The Swadesh list for sign languages As explained in §3.2, ready-to-use data
sources such as comprehensive dictionaries or annotated corpora are not (yet) avail-
able for YMSLs, which means that data needed to be collected explicitly for this
study.⁶ Le Guen and his team had previously collected lexical data in the course of
the YMSL dictionary project, but no systematic data collection from a larger number
of signers had taken place.

With my study, I form part of the Yucatec Maya Sign Language Documentation
Project (see §5.2, for more details). One main goal of the project is the creation of
an online dictionary for YMSLs from different communities. A secondary aim of
my study on lexical variation in YMSLs is the contribution of data for dictionary
compilation.

Most field linguists working on the documentation of undescribed languages try
to cover the basic (or “core”) lexicon. One reason that makes comparisons of the
basic lexicon in sign languages more difficult is that tools commonly used for spo-
ken languages cannot readily be applied. Woodward, who conducted lexical com-
parisons between sign language varieties of Costa Rica (Woodward 1991) and the
sign languages of India, Pakistan and Nepal (Woodward 1993), pointed out that the
Swadesh list (Swadesh 1955) that had been developed to compare basic vocabulary
for 200 – supposedly culturally universal – concepts, proves to be inadequate for com-
paring sign languages. Sign languages often show a high degree of cross-linguistic
similarities in some domains, which are not a result of any historical affiliation but
rather point to similarities in semiotic strategies, i.e. indexicality or iconicity (see
e.g. Meier et al. 2002). Woodward therefore suggested an adapted version of the
Swadesh list for sign languages, eliminating items that are commonly represented by
pointing signs (e.g. pronouns or body parts) as well as iconic signs (which show a
resemblance between the form of a sign and its referent, e.g. the sign EAT, performed
with the hand approaching the mouth). The inclusion of such items might “result in
a number of false potential cognates” (Woodward 2011: 44) in lexicostatistical com-
parisons. Woodward’s modified list, which consists of 100 items, has since been an
instrument widely used in sign language documentation and description even though
most researchers re-adapted it further to fit their specific purposes. For instance,
McKee and Kennedy (2000) used the adapted Swadesh list to compare the lexicon
of NZSL, Auslan, BSL, and ASL, complementing it with a number of randomly se-

⁶Two dictionaries are in the process of being compiled: one in print format by EscobedoDelgado for Chicán
and an online-dictionary in video-format for Chicán and Nohkop by Le Guen and the Yucatec Maya Sign
Language Project team (http://ymslproject.org/index.html#voc). While the former is not published, the
latter currently includes a relatively small number of signs. Of the YMSL corpus that I collected during
my PhD project, only a small part is transcribed so far.
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lected lexical items. Other studies compared, for instance, Danish Sign Language
and Icelandic Sign Language (Aldersson & McEntee-Atalianis 2008) and Taiwanese
Sign Language, Japanese Sign Language, Chinese Sign Language, and ASL (Su & Tai
2009). A standard approach used in these previous studies is to classify two signs
as being “identical”, “similar”, or “different” depending on how many phonological
parameters they share (see e.g. Aldersson & McEntee-Atalianis 2008). It remains a
controversial issue how to deal with iconically motivated signs that might distort the
degree of similarity between sign languages (see e.g. Su & Tai 2009 for discussion)
and whether or not these items should be included in a wordlist for elicitation. Fur-
thermore, Palfreyman (2015: 242) emphasises that individual variation is a major
obstacle to lexicostatistical comparisons and that lexicostatistics “cannot cope with
the complexity of linguistic and sociolinguistic variation [in Indonesia], and is of little
value for sign communities”.

4.2 Re-re-re-examining the Swadesh list When I re-examined the Swadesh list for
sign languages with the aim of compiling stimulus materials for elicitation of the
basic YMSL lexicon, I still encountered fundamental methodological obstacles. In
previous studies (e.g. Woodward 1991; Woodward 1993; McKee & Kennedy 2000;
Aldersson & McEntee-Atalianis 2008), participants were presented written words in
the surrounding spoken language and then asked to provide the corresponding trans-
lation in sign language. While this procedure can work reasonably well for some
urban/deaf community sign languages, it causes problems in the Yucatec Maya con-
text. In Yucatec Maya signing communities, most deaf and also many hearing par-
ticipants are non-literate or use written language only to a limited extent. Yucatec
Maya is a language that is predominantly used in face-to-face settings and it lacks a
written tradition. Even though an orthography has been developed in the context of
universities and higher education, most community members are not accustomed to
reading or writing it in their daily lives. Spanish is the dominant language in public do-
mains where written language is employed (most importantly education). However,
the deaf community members are not proficient enough to translate between written
Spanish and YMSL and the same is true for many hearing community members. In
a previous study, Shuman (1980) tried to get around these problems by consulting
a trilingual hearing informant in Chicán,⁷ the father of three deaf children. In this
process, the Swadesh wordlist⁸ was translated from English into Spanish, then into
Yucatec Maya, then into YMSL (Shuman 1980: 147). The disadvantages of such an
approach are obvious. First of all, potentially important parts might get“lost in trans-
lation”. Many sign language researchers agree that the influence of spoken or written
language can affect the authenticity of the collected sign language data and urge for
monolingual elicitation (e.g. Fischer 2009: 11). This paradigm becomes even more
crucial when working with non-institutionalised sign languages in settings where lit-

⁷Shuman used the pseudonym Nohya for the village, at a time when its real name was not widely known
in the scientific community.
⁸Shuman used a list of 100 words, but not the adapted one for sign languages, so that many iconic and/or
indexical signs remained.
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eracy is generally low. Nyst (2015: 109) emphasises that such a situation “rules out
the use of written stimuli in any form, allowing only non-linguistic or monolingual
stimuli”. Another issue with Shuman’s study is that by merely consulting hearing
bilingual consultants – even though they might be fluent signers – the authority of
being part of the documentation of their sign language is removed from deaf people
and handed over to hearing signers. For a comprehensive documentation of a shared
sign language, both deaf and hearing signers must be consulted (see de Vos 2015).

The best way to obtain authentic sign language data is to strive for what Everett
(2001) calls“monolingual fieldwork”– for the quality of the data as well as for ethical
reasons.

The use of non-linguistic stimulus materials, i.e. drawings or photos, is an ade-
quate, easy, and practical way of eliciting lexical signs in isolation.⁹ It avoids the
interference of another language that can create a potential bias. However, a mono-
lingual approach using only visual materials results in other limitations: the use of
picture stimuli limits the wordlist that can be used for elicitation largely to concrete
entities or, at least, visually perceivable concepts. Other, more abstract concepts that
are also part of the Swadesh list for sign languages, for instance ‘name’ or ‘year’, con-
junctions such as ‘because’ or ‘if’, and question words like ‘how’ or ‘when’ cannot
be represented in picture format in an unambiguous way (see also Reed & Rumsey
2020: 166). Often, such function words are not expressed as a single lexeme in a
sign language but rather non-manually (see Palfreyman 2015: 37). Also, the adapted
Swadesh list includes several concepts where one English word can result in several
possible translations in sign languages. For instance, the concepts ‘die’ or ‘kill’ can
be realised in very distinct signs depending on the specific manner of dying or killing.
This lack of 1:1 correspondence is not specific to sign languages but also concerns
various spoken languages.1⁰ To summarise, it is debatable how culturally universal
the core lexicon covered by the Swadesh list really is. The items in the Swadesh list
might not adequately elicit the basic lexicon of an indigenous (sign) language (see
also Mosel 2004, for spoken languages) unless it is extended and carefully adapted
to the context.

I consider that the advantages of using a method of data collection that enables
direct communication with deaf informants and non-intermittent expression in the
target language outweighs the disadvantages of deviating from a standard list. In the
following section, I will describe the process of compiling the stimulus materials for
the lexical elicitation task in YMSLs.

4.3 Compiling stimulus materials for YMSLs The overarching goal was to create an
elicitation list that is largely comparable to other studies but culturally adapted to
the Yucatec Maya context. In this process, I partly based it on the Swadesh list for
sign languages, eliminating some concepts that proved to be problematic for various

⁹Nyst (2015: 116) mentions the advantages of props or photos over drawings, as the latter can be culturally
biased and “require a form of literacy as well”.
1⁰For instance, spoken Yucatec Maya – I thank Olivier Le Guen for this comment.
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reasons and adding some concepts that are crucial parts of everyday life in the YMSL
communities.

I started off with a relatively small set of photo stimuli that Olivier Le Guen had
previously used in the YMSL communities to elicit signs for certain animals, food,
tools, and people, extending into a more comprehensive list that covers a broad spec-
trum of semantic fields. In the construction of this list, I based myself on previous
studies of sign language variation on the one hand, e.g. Vanhecke and De Weerdt
(2004), and on guidelines in field manuals for documentation and lexicography of
spoken languages on the other hand, e.g. in Chelliah and de Reuse (2011: 234 ff.) or
Mosel (2004). I tried to use as many items as possible from the adapted Swadesh list;
out of 100 items, I included 60. As one of the goals of this study is to determine the
degree of variation in different semantic fields, the following semantic domains were
included in constructing the elicitation list.

Table 2. List of concepts for elicitation of the YMSL lexicon.

Semantic category Examples Example from photo
stimuli

1 Animals Chicken, cow, fish, scorpion

2 Plants, food, drinks Flower, orange, meat, tortilla,
beer, Coca Cola

3 People, professions Boy, woman, doctor

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic category Examples Example from photo
stimuli

4 Buildings, places House, church, river,
Mexico City

5 Weather, substances Sun, rain, ice, fire, blood

6 Activities Make tortillas, sleep, hunt,
cut with machete

7 Objects of common Hammock, knife, rope,
use, tools, furniture bucket, cup

8 Colours Red, white, green

9 Numbers One, two, twenty-four, one
thousand

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic category Examples Example from photo
stimuli

10 Vehicles, machines Bicycle, boat, phone, camera

11 Opposites Long-short, dry-wet, full-
empty

12 Culture, ceremonies Milpa,11 offerings, baptism,
jéets’méek12

13 Emotions Happy, sad, angry

14 Clothes, accessories Hat, pants, huipil13

11Milpa: Field used to grow corn and other crops for subsistence agriculture.
12jéets’méek: Yucatec Maya rite of passage performed when a baby is a few months old.
13Huipil: traditional clothing worn by Yucatec Maya women.
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In all domains, I included culturally/regionally relevant items such as, for example,
typical food, regional flora and fauna, local buildings, typical means of transport,
common daily activities, traditional clothes, and familiar objects.1⁴ In most categories,
I also included one or two “foreign” items, e.g. photos of persons from other ethnic
backgrounds than Yucatec Maya in the category of people. The photos were either
taken with a neutral background or a background as little“noisy”as possible, i.e. one
that does not distract from the target object. Within the category of opposites, I used
pairs of photos of the same object under two different conditions, e.g. a glass that is
full or empty or a T-shirt that is dry or wet. For the elicitation of colours, I designed
Power Point slides with a unicolour background. To elicit signs for emotions, two
different stimulus sets were employed. On the one hand, I used 8 items from one of
Ekman’s “Facial expression of emotions” series,1⁵ which has been used extensively in
other psychological or psycholinguistic studies. However, as these pictures all show
people of European background, they were complemented with a set of 14 photo
stimuli designed by Olivier Le Guen. These photos show facial expressions ofYucatec
Maya children, some of which have a culture-specific meaning. The combination of a
standard stimulus set with a locally adapted one proved to be a fruitful procedure (see
also Safar & Le Guen 2016, for the domain of “Give & Take” events; Safar 2020).

Particularly thought-provoking was the procedure of developing adequate stimuli
for the elicitation of numbers. Numerals are of particular interest for this study:
On the one hand because typologically unusual cardinal number signs have been
reported in YMSL of Chicán (Zeshan et al. 2013) and on the other hand because the
domain of numbers is often subject to a high degree of variation (McKee, McKee, &
Major 2011; Stamp et al. 2014) – this also proved to be true for YMSLs (Safar et
al. 2018). For this task, the use of objects in different quantities is obviously limited
to countable amounts, which might – depending on an individuals’ skills and patience
for counting – reach up to ten or multiples of ten. To elicit hundreds or thousands,
a different strategy is needed, but as previously mentioned, not all participants are
able to read and correctly interpret written numbers. However, all participants are
used to handling money and are familiar with its value, which is why I decided to
use photos of bills and coins as props. Mexican pesos are a colourful and visually
salient currency and lend themselves well to the elicitation of numerals. In order
to check if there are specific number signs only used for monetary units, I included
some stimuli with objects in countable quantities. The findings concerning numeral
variation between and within YMSL communities are discussed in Safar et al. (2018).

The word list is, of course, by no means exhaustive; the aim was to collect lexical
data from a broad spectrum of semantic fields which is, at the same time, feasible to
elicit using only visual stimulus materials and includes culturally relevant concepts.
The final wordlist included 376 concepts (for the full list, see Appendix 1).

Stimuli photos were compiled from different sources. Most of the photos were
taken in Yucatán by Olivier Le Guen or myself, and some of these stimuli had already

1⁴Horton (2020) compiled a very similar set of photo stimuli (various semantic fields, photos taken in the
field location) for a lexical elicitation task with homesigners in Nebaj, Guatemala. I thank Laura Horton
for sharing her materials.
1⁵https://www.paulekman.com/resources/photographs/ (Accessed 2020-05-02.)
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been tested by Le Guen in previous elicitation tasks. Other pictures were taken from
a stimulus set developed by Padden and her colleagues to elicit signs related to tool
use (Padden et al. 2013).1⁶ Further pictures were collected from databases for stan-
dardised stimuli, such as BOSS1⁷which contains a large set of high-quality images that
were developed for psychological/psycholinguistic research and can be downloaded
for free.

The stimulus set was tested in a pilot study with two deaf participants in Sweden
and two hearing native signers in Chicán, Yucatán. I discussed the choice of stimuli
with the deaf and hearing research assistants in the YMSL project, who are native
YMSL signers (see §5.2 for more details about the YMSL project). Items that turned
out to be unclear or ambiguous were excluded from the list.

The pictures received most enthusiastically by the participants of the study were
the ones taken in their familiar context of aYucatecMaya village and showing objects
they immediately recognised. However, it is not advisable to use pictures of people
from the same village or even specific places that can be identified; apart from the fact
that this might be ethically inappropriate, it can also distract from the intended task
(i.e. it might lead participants to tell stories about a particular person/place instead of
naming the target concept). Standardised stimuli from databases are advantageous
as they are of high quality and show prototypical examples of objects on a white
background, which makes them unambiguous and visually salient. Drawbacks of
these materials are that objects taken out of context can look unnatural or odd and
can sometimes be difficult to recognise, e.g. smoke without a visible source.

4.4 Data collection To understand sociolinguistic variation, it is crucial for the re-
searcher to closely get to know the respective communities. Ideally, this means spend-
ing extended periods of time with the community members, becoming acquainted
with their daily lives, and observing their patterns of interaction. To this aim, it is
beneficial to complement the collection of linguistic data with ethnographic fieldwork.
Over the course of my dissertation project, I have formed part of the Yucatec Maya
Sign Language Documentation Project, led by Olivier Le Guen – a team of linguists
and anthropologists, native speakers of Yucatec Maya and native signers of YMSL.
The project and my collaboration with the community members will be described in
more detail in §5.2.

My first visit to Chicán was in 2013 when I prepared my Master’s thesis. I am
a hearing person and speak Spanish proficiently, but at the time I first arrived in
Yucatán, I did not know any YMSL or spoken Yucatec Maya. Gradually picking
up YMSL was both an aim and a side effect of my fieldwork, and from the onset,
I always strove to use YMSL in everyday interactions with deaf people. Whenever
I ran into trouble, I relied on gestures, pantomime, or other semiotic resources for
communication but tried to avoid the use of any other sign language I know, such
as, for instance, Swedish Sign Language or Austrian Sign Language. When I started
my PhD project, I had already become familiar working in one Yucatec Maya village

1⁶I thank Carol Padden and her team for sharing their stimuli.
1⁷https://sites.google.com/site/bosstimuli/home (Accessed 2020-04-27.)
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and could easily establish access to the other communities due to the network of
collaboration with theYMSL project. For my PhD dissertation, I spent two periods of
fieldwork in Chicán, Nohkop, Trascorral, and Cepeda Peraza: six weeks in 2015 and
three months in 2016/2017. In the villages, I stayed withYucatecMaya families, slept
and took my meals in their houses, and participated in their daily activities. Along
with the lexical elicitation task I outlined above, I carried out participant observation
and semi-structured interviews as well as other linguistic tasks (e.g. give-and-take
events, cut-and-break events, transitive vs. reflexive verbs, etc.). Moreover, I video-
recorded natural discourse in YMSL (narratives as well as conversations in dyads and
groups). The combination of elicited data with data from natural discourse proved to
be a fruitful method that I used in several studies (Safar et al. 2018; Safar & Petatillo
Chan 2020; Safar, forthcoming). It allowed me to identify patterns in elicited data
and then verify these findings in data from narratives and conversations.

A total of 35 signers participated in the lexical variation study: 23 from Chicán
(16 deaf, 7 hearing; at the time of recording between 13 and 63 years old; 14 female,
9 male), 6 from Nohkop (4 deaf, 2 hearing; between 14 and 22 years old; 4 female,
2 male), 3 from Trascorral (1 deaf, 2 hearing; between 7 and 51 years old; 2 female,
1 male), 3 from Cepeda Peraza (3 deaf; between 27 and 32 years old; 2 female, 1
male).

The lexical elicitation tasks were carried out in the participants’ homes or gardens.
Elicitation sessions took between 40 minutes and 80 minutes, one hour in average.
If needed, we took breaks in between. As discussed above, data collection followed
a monolingual approach, avoiding the use of written or spoken language during the
elicitation task. After obtaining informed consent (see §5.3) and documenting rele-
vant metadata, I instructed participants about the task (deaf participants in YMSL,
hearing participants in Spanish). Sitting next to the participant, I showed them the
photos on a tablet and asked him or her to produce the corresponding sign directed
to a research assistant, who was sitting behind or next to the camera.

This procedure had various advantages. For the signers, it is more natural to direct
their signing to a familiar person, and the research assistant, in turn, could ask for
clarifications if needed. This elicitation setting also made it easier for the participants
to turn their gaze towards the camera instead of looking at me (which enhances the
quality of visual language data). For my part, I interfered as little as possible during
the elicitation. At some instances, it occurred that participants repeatedly came up
with lengthy descriptions of the respective items instead of naming just the target
lexeme. In response to the photo of a candle, for example, one participant explained:
“If there is no electricity, you can light it, so you can see. Like this, it’s fine!” Similar
issues are reported by Escobedo Delgado in Dikyuva et al. (2012: 327). This is
unsurprising, as for most adult people, it is not a natural practice to produce only a
single word or sign in isolation, i.e. without the morphosyntactic and/or pragmatic
context. In these cases, I asked my research assistants, fluent users of YMSL, to clarify
the goal of the task to the participant.
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Figure 5. Setup during elicitation task in a YMSL signer’s house in Nohkop.

4.5 Outcomes First analyses of the lexicon of four YMSL signing communities sug-
gest that there is a continuum of variation in different lexical domains, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Continuum of lexical variation in YMSLs.

On one end of the spectrum are signs that show a lot of overlap between YMSLs
from different communities and a lot of consistency between individuals from the
same community. This concerns signs, which are derived from conventional gestures
used among the hearing population, based on the depiction of everyday activities or
which reflect typical elements of Yucatec Maya culture. Semantic fields with a high
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degree of overlap include, for instance, activities, common objects/tools, vehicles/ma-
chines, and culture/ceremonies. An example for a culture-specific lexical item is the
sign for TORTILLA, which is the staple food in Yucatán (as well as in other regions of
Mexico and Mesoamerica). In the YMSL data, I found two main variants for TOR-
TILLA. One variant (TORTILLA1) depicts the action of passing the tortilla quickly
from one hand to the other, in order to let it cool off after it is served fresh from
the fire (see Figure 7a). The other variant (TORTILLA2) is based on the procedure of
moulding the dough into a flat, round shape (see Figure 7b). Although TORTILLA1
seems to be overall more frequent than TORTILLA2, both variants are used across all
four communities, and they are easily recognisable even to non-signing hearing peo-
ple as the process of preparing and handling tortillas is so deeply entrenched in daily
life in a Yucatec Maya village. Note that the signs for TORTILLA are not rooted in
co-speech gestures that hearing people use but are based on cultural knowledge and
shared lifeworlds of YMSL signers (Safar 2019; see also Reed & Rumsey 2020 for
sign languages in Papua New Guinea). The resulting signs are iconic, but their iconic-
ity is only transparent to people who are familiar with the corresponding cultural
practices (Safar 2019).

Figure 7. YMSL variants TORTILLA1 (left) and TORTILLA2 (right).

In the middle of the continuum are signs that exhibit a certain degree of similarity
between YMSL communities but are also subject to sociolinguistic variation. This
concerns, for instance, the domain of human referents (Safar, forthcoming). These are
high-frequency signs that are often iconic and/or reflect typical cultural characteristics.
There is, however, a fair degree of variability in which aspects of a referent a signer
choses to highlight. For instance, two common variants of the sign FEMALE are
based on the hairstyle of Yucatec Maya women (see Figure 8a)1⁸ or on the earrings
Yucatec Maya girls wear from an early age (see Figure 8b). The variant shown in
Figure 8c is not related to Yucatec Maya culture but it depicts a woman’s genitals.1⁹

1⁸The second variant differs from the one in Figure 8a only by its exact location on the head, all other
parameters are identical.
1⁹In my study, I encountered eleven variants for FEMALE and nine variants for MALE. See https://osf.io/a3-
mp9/?view_only=716709742af84d49a1df0b6e7e16a15b for videos of the different variants (played in
slow motion).
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Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c. Three variants of the YMSL sign FEMALE.

These findings about human referents in YMSLs contest Mudd et al.’s (2020) hy-
pothesis that the higher the frequency with which a concept is used, the less variation
it will exhibit. Note that studies on other deaf community and shared sign languages
also showed that semantic domains that occur with considerable frequency in a lan-
guage, such as numbers, colours or kinship, commonly display an important degree
of variation (see e.g. Zeshan & Sagara 2016; Stamp et al. 2014; Meir & Sandler
2020).

On the other end of the spectrum are semantic domains, which are not encoded
in co-speech gestures and do not lend themselves to iconic representations as easily
as others. These parts of the lexicon typically exhibit a high degree of inter- and
intra-community variation such as, for instance, higher cardinal numerals (Safar et
al. 2018; see Figure 3 and Figure 4), colours, and weekdays (Safar 2020).

Apart from contributing findings on variation in different domains of the YMSL
lexicon, the elicitation task described above also provided insights into variation in
specific grammatical domains. Based on data from the elicitation of tools and activ-
ities, Safar and Petatillo Chan (2020) analysed strategies of noun-verb distinction in
YMSLs. Safar (forthcoming) discusses the use of person-classifiers for human refer-
ents in the four YMSL communities.

We can summarise that similarities between historically unrelated YMSLs from
different villages go beyond the lexicon. At the same time, YMSLs display sociolin-
guistic patterns of variation that are related to age, family membership, and educa-
tional background of the signers. To this date, we are still only scratching the surface
in inter-community comparisons of YMSLs, and further in-depth studies are needed
in order to determine their extent of lexical and grammatical similarities.

5. Ethical issues

5.1 Ethical aspects of sign language research While ethical considerations are cru-
cial in every linguistic research project, they become especially relevant when working
with oppressed or marginalised linguistic minorities, like deaf communities in general
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or deaf ethnic minorities, as in the case of indigenous signing communities. Sign lan-
guages have historically been stigmatised, and power imbalances between deaf and
hearing people are often reflected in research about sign languages and deaf com-
munities. In 2013, the Sign Language Linguistics Society (SLLS)2⁰ launched an ethics
statement, pointing out that – in addition to adhering to general ethical guidelines for
linguistic research – certain requirements specific to research with signers and deaf
communities need to be fulfilled. This concerns, for example, the fact that due to the
visual nature of sign languages and the need for video recording, full anonymity of
the participants is difficult to guarantee. Therefore, issues of privacy need to be given
extra consideration. In obtaining informed consent from the participants, the goals,
procedures, and consequences of the research project should be communicated in a
language that is fully accessible to the participants. To this end, written language and
sign language should be offered as equivalent options. The SLLS statement also high-
lights the responsibility of the researcher towards deaf communities: sign language
research should make a contribution to raising the status of sign languages, be ben-
eficial for deaf communities, and work towards equal opportunities for deaf people
around the world.

Harris, Holmes, and Mertens (2009) point out that every research project with
linguistic minorities can only be ethical if it is grounded in the worldview and the
perspective of the community in question. Drawing from the concept of “indigenous
terms of reference” (Osborne & McPhee 2000), the authors formulate “Sign Lan-
guage Communities’ Terms of Reference” and state that members of sign language
communities should be actively involved in every stage of the research process. Single-
ton,Martin, andMorgan (2015: 8) emphasise that research can only be deaf-friendly
if it is “research with rather than on Deaf people”. An approach of collaborative re-
search entails that researchers learn the sign language they are studying and work
towards direct communication with their participants and collaborators. In case this
is not (fully) possible, interpreters or language proficient collaborators should be in-
volved. Hochgesang and McAuliff (2016) provide an example for a sign language
documentation project in Haiti with active involvement of the Haitian deaf commu-
nity.

Many discussions about ethics in sign language research have centred around
urban deaf communities and institutionalised sign languages (but see Dikyuva et
al. 2012; Kusters 2012; Hou 2017). When documenting endangered village sign
languages, ethical issues become particularly burning (Zeshan 2007). However, it is
not always possible to apply ethical guidelines that have been established in urban
settings to shared/indigenous signing communities without adapting them to the par-
ticular context. The researcher needs to negotiate macroethics, i.e. general ethical
principles as defined in professional ethics codes, on the one hand, and microethics,
i.e. specific local and cultural requirements, on the other hand (Kubanyiova 2008).
This concerns, for instance, appropriate payment or other forms of remuneration of
the participants, obtaining informed consent, protection of the participants’ identi-
ties, handling their data responsibly, and making data accessible to the community.

2⁰https://slls.eu/slls-ethics-statement/ (Accessed 2020-04-20.)
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A number of deaf scholars who are doing research in village signing communities
(e.g. Kusters 2012; Dikyuva et al. 2012; Hou 2017) discuss how they approached
these issues and how their deafness, ethnicity, and educational background shaped
their relationship with the communities. In the following section, I will reflect on
the process how I, as a hearing, European, female academic, established forms of
collaboration with deaf and hearing signers from the YMSL communities.

5.2 Documenting Yucatec Maya Sign Languages – collaboration with the commu-
nities Principles for deaf-friendly research, such those as discussed by Harris et
al. (2009), are strongly based on the notion of a “deaf community” as we encounter
it, for instance, in the US or in Europe. In shared signing communities in Yucatán,
a separate “deaf community” as such does not exist (Johnson 1991; Escobedo Del-
gado 2012; Le Guen 2012; Safar 2019). The networks in which deaf people interact
with each other and with hearing people can more adequately be described as “deaf
spaces” (Kusters 2015) that overlap with hearing spaces to an important extent (Safar
2019). In Yucatec Maya villages, social interactions are primarily centered around
the nuclear family, and people do not seek each other out because of their shared ex-
perience of deafness. Some families with deaf members in Chicán, for instance, have
very little contact with each other due to private, political, or religious differences.
Doing fieldwork in this setting entails that research activities have to blend into these
social patterns of interaction.

When I started working in rural Yucatán, I first needed to become familiar with
everyday life in Yucatec Maya villages and with the local language(s). Throughout
the course of my project, I dedicated much time and effort to learning YMSL and also
acquired some basics of spoken Yucatec Maya. By now, I have enough command of
YMSL to engage in conversations about everyday topics with deaf signers.

In starting up my project, I was able to benefit from (and expand) the networks
of collaboration that Olivier Le Guen and his team had established over the course
of several years of fieldwork in the region, and I became part of the Yucatec Maya
Sign Language Documentation Project (Proyecto Lengua de Señas Maya Yucateca,
PLSMY).21 Most project members are native or highly proficient speakers of Yucatec
Maya. Additionally, the project team includes deaf and hearing community members
from Chicán and Nohkop as research assistants. My own background as a hear-
ing, female, European academic of course shaped my access to the communities and
my perception of the phenomena under study. The close collaboration with native
signers as research assistants was of great support to my fieldwork and to the rap-
port that I was able to build with my consultants. Over the years, we trained the
research assistants to assist with elicitation tasks (operating the camera, explaining
the elicitation procedure, presenting stimuli on a tablet), transcribe video data using
the program ELAN, and make translations into Yucatec Maya and Spanish. They
were also involved in interpreting the process of informed consent (§5.3) and con-
ducted interviews with deaf signers. The research assistants learned about goals and

21http://ymslproject.org (Accessed 2020-04-28.)
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procedures of our research and received an introduction into basic linguistic concepts
and terminology in order to apply these terms to their native sign language.22

During my fieldwork, I closely collaborated with four research assistants: Geli
Collí Collí, Merli Collí Hau, and Dianela Collí Chim from Chicán as well Rossy
Kinil Canché from Nohkop.23 Geli is a deaf YMSL signer. Both her parents as well
as her brother are deaf, and she also has a deaf aunt, a deaf uncle, and a deaf cousin.
Merli (who is Geli’s cousin) and Dianela are hearing, but they both have a deaf father
and several other deaf family members. Rossy is hearing and grew up in close contact
with her four deaf cousins. Merli, Dianela, and Rossy are trilingual in Yucatec Maya,
YMSL, and Spanish while Geli uses only YMSL in her daily life and has a limited
command of written Spanish.2⁴ The research assistants were equipped with a laptop
computer and received a weekly salary for their work.

Together with one or two research assistants, I visited signers in their homes and
made recordings in their houses and gardens. As the research assistants are themselves
members of the YMSL communities, they know most of the participants and are
familiar with their lives, which helped to create a natural and comfortable atmosphere
for conducting research. For data collection, we avoided gathering people whowould
not naturally interact with each other, and we never grouped all deaf people from
a village together, as other researchers or representatives of NGOs or government
institutions have done in the past. For in-depth interviews aboutmore complex topics,
for instance, about language attitudes (see Safar 2019), the research assistants were
able to act as interpreters.

Once the research assistants were instructed in using the program ELAN, they
learned to make transcriptions and translate sign language data into written Yucatec
Maya and/or Spanish. In the case of Geli, who has only basic literacy in Spanish, I
employed visual materials for instruction and made increased use of the “Controlled
Vocabulary” function in ELAN (where the person making transcriptions can select
from a list of possible glosses in a drop-down menu). Relying on her excellent visual
memory and metalinguistic skills and working in a team with her cousin Merli, Geli
learned to create quality transcriptions in ELAN.

In settings where the researcher him- or herself is not a fluent user of the language
he or she is studying (which applies to most fieldwork projects on underdescribed
minority languages), the collaboration with and feedback from members of the lan-
guage community become indispensable in order to discuss the data, make clarifica-
tions, verify hypotheses, flesh out details, share metalinguistic reflections, and provide
examples. One of the research assistants, Rossy Kinil Canché from Nohkop, carried
out her own small study on name signs and person reference in YMSL, which she
presented at a colloquium in Mexico City (Kinil Canché 2015). Geli Collí Collí and

22I recall an anecdote from a signed conversation during a car journey in rural Yucatán with the YMSL
project team. Our research assistant Merli, at the time 14 years old and attending basic education, inter-
rupted herself and showed me two YMSL signs, asking excitedly whether the signs DIZZY and DREAM
constituted a minimal pair (which indeed they do).
23Unfortunately, Rossy quit her collaboration with the YMSL project when she got married and had a child.
2⁴At the time of writing, Geli has more and more contact with the deaf community in the state capital
Mérida and her command of LSM is increasing.
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Merli Collí Hauwere closely involved in data collection, transcription, and discussion
of the results of a study on numeral variation and became co-authors of the resulting
article (Safar et al. 2018).

5.3 Informed consent One issue that illustrates particularly well how macro- and
microethics need to be outweighed in a fieldwork situation is the process of obtain-
ing informed consent. In every research project with human subjects, informants and
collaborators need to give their authorisation to be recorded and for their data to be
used for scientific purposes. Such an agreement must be “informed”, which means
that participants must receive clear explanations about the purpose and the proce-
dure of the research and comprehend its implications and consequences. They need
to be instructed what will happen to their data and given the right to withdraw or
impose restrictions if they wish to do so. Many research institutions have standard
consent forms that participants acknowledge with their signature. However, such
a procedure can cause problems in the context of a rural signing community. Nyst
(2015: 113), for instance, points out that, when working in settings where literacy
is low and the concept of academic research is unfamiliar to the participants, the
process of informed consent needs to be adapted to these circumstances. Of course,
“informedness” can only be provided if full linguistic accessibility is granted. When
working with deaf people who are not (fully) proficient in a written language, it is
necessary to provide explanations in sign language. In case the researcher is not a
fluent user of the local sign language, one solution is to employ interpreters. An alter-
native to written consent forms is verbal consent, which can be given in sign language
and video-recorded. In a personal account of her fieldwork in Adamorobe (Ghana),
Kusters (2012) explains how she obtained informed consent in the form of a video-
recorded group discussion. Dikyuva et al. (2012: 320ff) explain how they came up
with different solutions in obtaining consent from signers in village communities ac-
cording to the local structures of decision-making in their respective field locations.
De Vos (2012: 54ff.), with the support of a hearing research assistant from the vil-
lage, discussed in Kata Kolok the aims and implications of her research with deaf
and hearing signers. On the basis of these discussions, she created a consent form
written in Bahasa Indonesia. The contents of the form were explained in KK to the
participants, who agreed to it with their signature or fingerprint.

Whereas informed consent is a topic that comes up in virtually all debates on field-
work ethics and it is easy to come across general recommendations, finding concrete
and practical examples is surprisingly hard (but see de Vos 2012). For my fieldwork,
I developed a verbal consent form based on an example in Bowern (2008: 220f.) as
well as on consent forms that were used in previous sign language-related studies at
Stockholm University. The full form in English is attached in Appendix 2. I opted
against written consent forms, as many participants are not literate and in Yucatec
Maya villages, signing documents is not a common practice. Community members
tend to associate it with activities of politicians and often connect it to previous ex-
periences of exploitation. Making people sign written documents can, in the Yucatec
Maya context, lead to suspicion and mistrust rather than forming a base for fair and
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equal cooperation. With help of other members of the PLSMY and our research as-
sistants, I translated the form into YMSL (for deaf participants) and into Yucatec
Maya and Spanish (for hearing participants). We made separate translations for the
sign languages of Chicán and Nohkop. The translation procedure was not straight-
forward, as some concepts related to academic research, such as ‘publication’, ‘con-
ference presentation’, and so on, lack a direct equivalent in Yucatec Maya and YMSL
and needed to be paraphrased. Other parts of the questionnaire were difficult to
translate for pragmatic reasons such as, for instance, paragraphs referring to hypo-
thetical situations in the future (“We can stop the recording at any time, if you wish
to do so.”). While grammatically, it is perfectly possible to express such a sentence in
Yucatec Maya, native speakers of Yucatec Maya judged it to be pragmatically odd to
talk about a hypothetical situation in the future if the participant has already agreed
to the recording at the time being. It took several hours of discussion until everyone
felt that the consent form had been conveyed adequately into YMSL and Yucatec
Maya.

Before starting to work with each deaf participant, I read out the different ques-
tions of the form and one of the research assistants signed them in YMSL to the
deaf participants. With hearing participants who are proficient enough in Spanish,
I directly asked the questions myself, and with other hearing participants, hearing
research assistants asked the questions in Yucatec Maya. The participants answered
in YMSL,Yucatec Maya, or Spanish and the whole conversation was video recorded.
The consent form was not a tool that I applied rigidly word for word, but it rather
served as a guideline. In case the participants had questions or wanted to elaborate
more about a particular issue, we talked about these points in more detail. I also
employed visual materials to illustrate the research procedure and its aims to the par-
ticipants, such as showing them our project website and/or photos or videos from the
project’s research activities.

After giving a short introduction into the goals of studying sign languages in Yu-
catec Maya communities, I asked the participants if they agreed to work with us in
the project and clarified that they were free to stop this collaboration at any time
they wished. They were then asked specific questions about possible uses of their
data (“Do you agree that we record you on video?”, “Can I show your recordings to
other people?”, “Can I show them to students at my university?”, “Can I use your
image in articles I publish?”,“Do you agree that I put your recordings on the website
of our project?”, etc.). For participants under 18 years of age, I sought informed
consent both from themselves and from one of their parents.

The goal was to find a culturally adequate procedure that fulfils requirements
for ethical standards in linguistic research. After having prepared and sought the
informed consent in dialogue with the research assistants, we felt that it worked out
smoothly and without major obstacles.

6. Conclusions Throughout this paper, I demonstrated that fieldwork on indige-
nous sign languages needs to be informed by research on deaf community sign lan-
guages as well as spoken minority languages, while it also brings along a range of
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specific methodological and ethical challenges. When studying lexical variation in an
indigenous village sign language, it is necessary to adapt stimulus materials, elicita-
tion procedures, and informed consent forms to the socio-cultural constellation of
small, face-to-face communities where deaf and hearing people share a sign language.
I provided ideas on how to implement a predominantly monolingual fieldwork ap-
proach in Yucatec Maya signing communities and gave examples how deaf and hear-
ing community members were actively involved as research assistants in the YMSL
documentation project.

While research on shared sign languages long existed as a niche in field linguis-
tics and sign language research, it is increasingly becoming an area of research on
its own, with dedicated publications such as Zeshan and de Vos (2012), de Vos and
Nyst (2018), and Le Guen, Safar et al. (2020). Book chapters on methods for sign
language fieldwork (Nyst 2015) or ethical aspects of working in rural signing com-
munities (Kusters 2012; Dikyuva et al. 2012) have been published, while hands-on
accounts including concrete, practical examples are still scarce. In a small, emerg-
ing field of research, active exchange between researchers becomes extra important
to gain momentum and to avoid reinventing the wheel. Dedicated workshops or
symposia on the topic, such as the International Colloquium on Emerging Sign Lan-
guages of the Americas in Mexico City in 2015 and a panel at the conference of the
International Society of Gesture Studies in Cape Town in 2018, brought together
researchers doing fieldwork on several emerging/shared sign languages around the
world. Such events can work as platforms for discussing methodology and devel-
oping best practice examples for ethical field research in rural signing communities.
Increased collaboration between researchers can promote efforts towards develop-
ing a basic structure for standardised stimulus materials specifically designed for sign
language fieldwork and guidelines on how to adapt them to the individual context.

With regards to ethical fieldwork, close collaboration with members of the lan-
guage communities becomes at the same time a goal of the documentation project
and a way of achieving this goal. There are many possible ways the researcher can
establish networks of collaboration with the communities, according to the particu-
lar social structures and requirements of a community. Through active involvement
of deaf and hearing YMSL signers as research assistants, the Yucatec Maya Sign Lan-
guage Project works as a collaborative enterprise of language documentation.
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Appendix 1. Wordlist for Elicitation

Semantic field Concept

Animals chicken
Animals cow
Animals pig
Animals bird
Animals mouse
Animals spider
Animals horse
Animals dog
Animals turkey
Animals rooster
Animals cat
Animals scorpion
Animals fish
Animals turtle
Animals baby chicken
Animals snake
Animals elephant
Animals bee
Animals worm
Animals giraffe
Animals wild boar
Animals deer
Animals vulture
Fruit/Vegetable lime
Fruit/Vegetable orange
Fruit/Vegetable apple
Fruit/Vegetable avocado
Fruit/Vegetable banana
Fruit/Vegetable corn yellow
Fruit/Vegetable corn purple
Fruit/Vegetable tomato
Fruit/Vegetable chili
Fruit/Vegetable chilis in bowl
Fruit/Vegetable pumpkin
Fruit/Vegetable pineapple
Fruit/Vegetable corn dried and stacked
Fruit/Vegetable mango
Fruit/Vegetable onion
Fruit/Vegetable broccoli
Fruit/Vegetable garlic
Fruit/Vegetable asparagus

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Fruit/Vegetable beans
Fruit/Vegetable potato
Plants tree
Plants flower
Plants leaf
Plants banana tree
Plants chaya
Plants corn plant
Plants exotic flower
Plants drying beans and seeds
Plants grass
Plants cactus nopal
Food/Drink egg
Food/Drink tortilla
Food/Drink tortilla pile
Food/Drink meat
Food/Drink beer
Food/Drink pizza
Food/Drink atole
Food/Drink coffee beans
Food/Drink sweets
Food/Drink oil
Food/Drink tequila
Food/Drink coca cola
Food/Drink salt
Food/Drink burger
Food/Drink pepsi
People baby
People infant f
People infant m
People man
People white man
People old woman
People old man
People mother
People father
People child m
People child f
People siblings
People family 6 people
People woman
People white woman
People teenager m
People husband and wife

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

People friends
People generations f
People generations m
People black man
Professions police man
Professions teacher
Professions doctor
Professions mason
Professions cleaner
Professions priest
Buildings/Places house Yucatan
Buildings/Places church Yucatan
Buildings/Places fence
Buildings/Places Chichen Itza
Buildings/Places house Sweden
Buildings/Places stone wall
Buildings/Places well
Buildings/Places Merida
Buildings/Places shop
Buildings/Places skyscraper
Buildings/Places solar
Buildings/Places church Sweden
Buildings/Places Tulum
Buildings/Places graveyard
Buildings/Places stone carvings
Buildings/Places Uxmal
Buildings/Places DF Zocalo
Buildings/Places grave
Buildings/Places school
Buildings/Places road
Buildings/Places sea
Buildings/Places beach
Buildings/Places cenote
Buildings/Places mountains
Buildings/Places river
Weather/Substances fire
Weather/Substances rain
Weather/Substances clouds
Weather/Substances sun
Weather/Substances rainbow
Weather/Substances moon
Weather/Substances blaze
Weather/Substances water
Weather/Substances wind

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Weather/Substances star
Weather/Substances smoke
Weather/Substances sunset
Weather/Substances sunrise
Weather/Substances soil
Weather/Substances stone
Weather/Substances wood
Weather/Substances dough
Weather/Substances ash
Weather/Substances blood
Weather/Substances snow
Weather/Substances ice
Weather/Substances sand
Activities brush teeth
Activities cut with machete
Activities make tortillas
Activities drink out of calabash
Activities sleep in hammock
Activities read newspaper
Activities eat tortillas
Activities make honey
Activities collect pumpkin seeds
Activities brush hair
Activities construct roof
Activities cut mango with knife
Activities cycle
Activities cut paper with scissors
Activities climb tree
Activities drink out of cup
Activities peel mango with machete
Activities cut tree with ax
Activities weave hammock
Activities hammer nail
Activities eat fruit
Activities drink out of glass
Activities hunt
Activities eat with fork
Activities play trumpet
Activities separate corn
Activities file nails
Activities wash clothes
Activities laugh
Activities prepare tamales
Activities put on lipstick

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Activities dance
Activities sweep
Activities kill chicken
Activities talk on phone
Activities watch TV
Activities cut meat
Activities write
Activities play football
Activities weave basket
Activities play drums
Activities play baseball
Activities vomit
Activities sit
Household/Furniture basin to wash clothes
Household/Furniture hammock
Household/Furniture plate for making tortillas
Household/Furniture bed
Household/Furniture chair
Household/Furniture table
Household/Furniture cooking place
Household/Furniture dishes
Household/Furniture broom
Containers basket
Containers bucket
Containers bottle
Containers calabash to drink
Containers calabash with support
Containers cup
Containers glass
Containers calabash for tortillas
Tools knife
Tools fork
Tools spoon
Tools scissors
Tools machete
Tools hammer
Tools ax
Tools screwdriver
Tools saw
Objects light bulb
Objects toothbrush
Objects battery
Objects eggslicer
Objects book

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Objects candle
Objects credit card
Objects feather
Objects bone
Objects hairbrush
Objects hammock needle
Objects hearing aid
Objects cigarette
Objects lipstick
Objects football
Objects money
Objects matches
Objects nailfile
Objects newspaper
Objects pen
Objects pills
Objects rope
Objects pencil
Objects slingshot
Objects superglue
Objects paper sheet
Objects toilet paper
Objects alarm clock
Objects escalator
Objects base ball
Colours red
Colours dark green
Colours black
Colours white
Colours blue
Colours yellow
Colours dark red
Colours light green
Colours pink
Colours light blue
Colours brown
Colours purple
Colours grey
Colours orange
Colours turquoise
Colours coulours
Numbers (pesos) 1
Numbers (pesos) 2
Numbers (pesos) 3

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Numbers (pesos) 10
Numbers (pesos) 15
Numbers (pesos) 20
Numbers (pesos) 100
Numbers (pesos) 40
Numbers (pesos) 60
Numbers (pesos) 200
Numbers (pesos) 5
Numbers (pesos) 80 (50+20+10)
Numbers (pesos) 11
Numbers (pesos) 500
Numbers (pesos) 99
Numbers (pesos) 505
Numbers (pesos) 555
Numbers (pesos) 21
Numbers (pesos) 700
Numbers (pesos) 283
Numbers (pesos) 30 (20+10)
Numbers (pesos) 101
Numbers (pesos) 50
Numbers (pesos) 28
Numbers (pesos) 600
Numbers (pesos) 80 (8x10)
Numbers (pesos) 70
Numbers (pesos) 788
Numbers (pesos) 110
Numbers (pesos) 17
Numbers (pesos) 80 (50+10+10+10)
Numbers (pesos) 550
Numbers (pesos) 721
Numbers (pesos) 1000
Numbers (pesos) 90
Numbers (pesos) 30 (3x10)
Numbers (objects) 4
Numbers (objects) 12
Numbers (objects) 28
Numbers (objects) 36
Vehicles car
Vehicles bike (2 wheels)
Vehicles bike (3 wheels)
Vehicles plane
Vehicles bus
Vehicles boat
Vehicles truck

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Machines TV
Machines camera
Machines cell phone
Machines i-phone
Machines ATM
Machines fridge
Machines computer
Machines laptop
Machines washing machine
Machines microwave
Opposites short-tall
Opposites big-small
Opposites alive-dead
Opposites old-new
Opposites dirty-clean
Opposites few-many
Opposites full-empty
Opposites short-long
Opposites dry-wet
Opposites dark-light
Culture/Ceremonies milpa
Culture/Ceremonies burn milpa
Culture/Ceremonies milpa burnt
Culture/Ceremonies milpa offerings
Culture/Ceremonies baptism
Culture/Ceremonies wedding
Culture/Ceremonies confirmation
Culture/Ceremonies cruz huipil
Culture/Ceremonies Virgen Maria
Culture/Ceremonies jéets’méek
Culture/Ceremonies bones
Culture/Ceremonies hanal pixan
Culture/Ceremonies Mexican flag
Culture/Ceremonies piñata
Culture/Ceremonies indepencia/grito
Culture/Ceremonies mariachis
Culture/Ceremonies tourists
Emotions Ekman surprise (f)
Emotions Ekman fear (m)
Emotions Ekman disgust (f)
Emotions Ekman sadness (f)
Emotions Ekman contempt (m)
Emotions Ekman fear (f)

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Semantic field Concept

Emotions Ekman anger (f)
Emotions Ekman happiness (f)
Emotions Le Guen mouth wide open
Emotions Le Guen scolded
Emotions Le Guen smile/laugh
Emotions Le Guen closed eyes (insult)
Emotions Le Guen bored
Emotions Le Guen showing teeth (insult)
Emotions Le Guen pitied
Emotions Le Guen afraid
Emotions Le Guen eyes wide open
Emotions Le Guen rounded mouth
Emotions Le Guen serious/neutral
Emotions Le Guen ashamed/shy
Emotions Le Guen thoughtful/sick
Emotions Le Guen reluctant to comply
Clothing/Accessories backpack
Clothing/Accessories shirt
Clothing/Accessories pants
Clothing/Accessories huipil
Clothing/Accessories cap
Clothing/Accessories earrings
Clothing/Accessories shoes
Clothing/Accessories skirt
Clothing/Accessories socks
Clothing/Accessories Tshirt
Clothing/Accessories sunglasses
Clothing/Accessories shorts
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Appendix 2. Verbal Consent Form

Script for verbal informed consent (Deaf participants)
YMSL project

July 2015

1. Explanation of project:

We, as members of the Yucatec Maya Sign Language Project are studying sign lan-
guages in this village and in other Yucatec Maya villages.

We are doing this study because we want people in other countries to learn more
about Yucatec Maya Sign Language and why it is special.

It is part of the project that we need the agreement of every person working with us.
That means, that we have to record if you agree to work with us. If there is anything
you do not want, you need to tell us, so we can respect that. Please interrupt me any
time if you have questions.

2. Metadata

First, I am going to ask you a few questions about yourself. This information is only
for me, so I can remember it afterwards. Other people will not see this information.

- How old are you?

- Where are you born?/Where did you grow up?

- Are you born deaf?/When did you become deaf?

- Is your mother deaf or hearing?

- Is your father deaf or hearing?

- Do you have deaf siblings?

- Do you have other deaf family members or friends? Here in this village?
In other villages/towns?

- How often do you use sign language? Where? With whom?

- Do you use other languages? Which ones?
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- Do you/did you go to school? Where? Which school?

- Are you left-handed or right-handed?

3. General agreement to take part in project/Right to withdraw

Do you agree to participate in our research and to work together with us?

You can stop working with us at any time and you do not need to tell us why you
want to stop.

4. Recordings

Is it all right for you that we video-record our sessions?

If there is something you do not want us to film, you can tell us.

Do you agree that other people can see the videos? Other people in the village? Other
people in other villages?

5. Use for research, publications, teaching, conferences, internet

Do you agree that we use your recordings for our research?

Can we show them to our colleagues and our students?

Do you agree that other people can see your pictures in articles and books that we
publish?

Do you agree that we use your recordings for lectures and presentations?

Do you agree that that your recordings are made available online?

6. Questions/Clarifications

Do you have any questions?
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